Security management in wireless networks has to deal with the changing character of the environment, which can further lead to decision making problem for unexpected events. Among a huge list of devices, the mobile ones are especially vulnerable to this situation. The solution for adapting systems and applications to dynamic environments can be context-aware description of the user actions, which gives a possibility to take into account the factors that influence these actions. In the article, we propose a context-aware security adjusting model, which is based on proposition logic and incorporates mechanisms that assist in the reasoning process. The main benefits that differentiate our approach from similar ones are a formal representation of the model, the usage of the whole spectrum of context attributes, the detection and analysis of contextual data integrity, and conflicting rules' eradication capability. All these traits transcribe into a more effective way of adjusting security measures in accordance with existing circumstances. To illustrate the proposed approach, we present the case study of context-aware security management for mobile devices.
Introduction
Nowadays, a lot of effort is put into providing new methods of ensuring appropriate security for mobile systems and applications. The most popular approach is to apply the strongest possible security measures, which guarantee maximal security level. This approach, however, leads to an increase in system load and hinders its performance [1, 2] . The system can become unusable, causing a decrease in the quality of experience (QoE) perceived by users. Therefore, finding a balance between the security level and performance of an IT system is an essential goal that we seek to achieve. For this reason, we investigate the benefits of adaptable security [3] . In order to be adaptable, a security mechanism needs to take into consideration a lot of additional parameters that can influence the outcome of a security evaluation. These additional parameters can be categorized as contextual data and other facts that describe system. In other words, a feature called context-awareness (CA) has to be introduced. CA is a term coined mostly for the capability of pervasive computing systems, which allows acting in certain ways according to already gathered sensor data. The sensor data constitute what we define as context. Mobile devices currently have limited resources (such as energy supply, computational power, or memory) but are equipped mostly with a vast amount of sensors. This is what makes them an ideal environment for adaptable context-aware security mechanisms, which attempt to find the optimal level of quality of protection (QoP) and performance ratio [4, 5] .
Security mechanisms should be adjusted following the importance of the resources processed by the device, its parameters, and external circumstances in which the given device works. Adjustment of quality of protection mechanisms to the context in which the device works should contain a couple of important steps. One of these steps is a full evaluation of quality of protection mechanisms; another one is an analysis of the context, in which the given device operates resources, which are processed by the device, its technical parameters, and all external circumstances which influence the security of the device resources. Analysis of the context should result in the definition of the quality of protection requirements, which should be compared to previously prepared evaluation of quality of protection mechanisms. If all requirements are met by the device's security mechanisms, then a chosen activity can be performed. It has to be noted that such adaptable mechanisms have already 2 Mobile Information Systems been in the focus of many researchers, and some of them are described in greater detail in the next section. However, the main contribution of our paper is the addition of certain elements in the process of security evaluation based on a model of propositional logic. The main elements, which we introduced and that are missing from similar approaches, are (i) a context consistency analysis mechanism, which investigates whether provided contextual data is correctly interpreted and obtained,
(ii) a conflicting rule reasoning eradication mechanism, to deal with issues that might occur during the reasoning process, (iii) a holistic approach, which takes into account all contextual factors rather than just a couple of them, (iv) a formal representation of the model with definitions of its elements and detailed reasoning algorithms.
The article is divided into six sections. Section 1 is an overall introduction to the subject of context-aware security. Section 2 focuses on the comparison of similar works, briefly summarizing their main shortcomings which we intend to rectify. Section 3 introduces our model and familiarizes with the definitions of its elements. Section 4 describes in detail the algorithm of the procedure, while Section 5 illustrates a couple of use case scenarios to thoroughly present the reasoning process. Additionally, Section 6 briefly describes the developed implementation of the model that acts as a proof of concept and finally concludes the article. In the Appendix, the diagrams of the proposed algorithms are presented.
Related Work
This section describes the state-of-the-art ideas and concepts which are related to the field of study. There are quite many existing models that describe context-awareness in systems. However, most of them lack mechanisms that allow dynamic reasoning capable of contextual consistency analysis and coping with conflicting rules. One of them is [6] which describes a context-awareness framework (webinos) allowing webinos-enabled applications to collect and provide contextual information. This information is used to enhance multiple aspects related to human-machine interactions of everyday life instead of being limited only to a device-centered model for context deduction. There is not, however, much detail provided about the mechanism of rule forming and evaluation that our approach relies on.
Another article [7] proposes a context-aware security framework which enforces the execution of mobile applications inside security incubators for the purpose of controlling the exchange of information between mobile applications and mobile device resources. The contextual data is gathered from mobile devices equipped with sensors. Whenever an application requests access, the framework analyzes the contextual information and security configuration to decide on policy enforcement. The method used for this analysis is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), which is a popular choice for policy selection, decision making, adaptive learning, and recommendation and feedback systems. The main advantage of AHP is its ability to break down complex decision problems into smaller ones, which enhances the reasoning process. Unfortunately, the article does not mention any conflict eradication mechanisms.
In [8] , the authors describe a new emerging research area, referred to as the Context-Aware Mobile and Wireless Networking (CaMoWiN). The article is basically a survey of existing solutions from both networking and computing environments, where context acts as a form of a "glue-point" that allows for their integration. As part of this work, which deals with context evaluation (policies, decision making), several frameworks are described (through omitting any conflict solving mechanisms).
The article [9] introduces a context-aware scalable authentication (CASA) as a means of balancing security and usability for authentication. The idea is to perform authentication by selecting a form of active authentication based on a combination of multiple passive factors, some of which are contextual (such as location). This procedure uses a probabilistic framework as well as a naive Bayes classifier to combine many factors, calculating risk and determining the required level of active authentication. As with previous solutions, there are no conflict eradication or context consistency mechanisms involved.
The article [10] describes a context-aware security and trust framework for Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET) called CAST. Its primary objective is to accurately classify whether the nodes in MANETs that misbehave do so because of a faulty or malicious cause. The main addition of this framework is that it takes into consideration contextual data, such as communication channel status, battery status, or weather conditions. In addition, it uses policies to detect whether the contextual information is intentionally falsified or the current environmental conditions cause their reporting to malfunction and provide incorrect data. Unfortunately, the article does not mention any methods of detecting context inconsistencies.
In [11] , the authors proposed a cloud-oriented contextaware framework for ambient assisted living (AAL) called CoCaMAAL. Their model tries to address issues such as the complexity in management of sensor data or the derivation of contextual information, as well as the constant monitoring of the activities that are performed by users. The procedure is enhanced through the implementation and use of a context management system (CMS). Similar to other works, it lacks conflicting rule and context consistency analysis mechanisms.
In [12] , an automated context classification for contextaware access control (ConXsense) is proposed. The authors claim this is the first framework to provide context-awareness in access control of mobile devices which is based on context classification. Previous solutions relied too much on statically predefined policies. ConXsense is a probabilistic approach that overcomes previous deficiencies. Context is automatically classified through machine learning and context sensing relying on their appropriate security properties. The approach Mobile Information Systems 3 does not involve capabilities for solving rule conflicts during its reasoning.
The paper [13] introduces an intelligent context-aware system (iConAwa) providing mobile users with the ability to obtain information and services related to their current location. It describes the context and point of interest ontologies in OWL. One of the similarities with other systems is the utilization of rule-based context reasoning. However, it lacks a formal representation.
An approach proposed in [14] uses context related preferences to personalize various procedures (such as queries). It deals with the problem of identification of preferences that have the most similar context states with those of a chosen query (context resolution). The authors provide a solution for the problem in the form of a preference graph and profile tree data structures, which decreases the complexity of representation of the context related preferences. This article does not incorporate any method for dealing with conflicting rules.
In the paper [15] , a context-aware RBAC model for business processes is introduced. Previous solutions related to business processes did not support any contextual constraints. The context constraints specify the conditions that have to be fulfilled in order to allow the execution of a certain task. Unfortunately, there is no mention of any conflicting rules solving mechanisms.
In [16] , two automated analysis mechanisms which examine modelling errors in contextual requirements models are proposed. The first one deals with the detection of inconsistent specification of contexts in a goal model (used in early stages of software development), while the second one deals with the detection of conflicting context changes. The proposed model is in some points similar to mechanisms introduced by us (especially in the point of detection of inconsistent facts). Generally speaking, the model presented in [16] is much more complex than ours, but the mechanisms introduced are created to support a goal-driven software development. Therefore, the system lacks all the mechanisms connected with the evaluation of the context of the environment in which the device works, especially the mechanism of defeating of conflicting requirement rules. Moreover, also the concept of requirements which appears in the paper has a different meaning than in our model. Most notably, the aspect of taking into consideration quality of protection is missing. Also, there are some differences in the specifics of the implemented mechanisms such as ordering of rules instead of facts to decide about actions.
Another article [19] describes a context-aware and rulebased reasoning solution for mobile devices. Context is represented by a key-value pair, where the key is the name which defines a context property and the value represents its current state. An example of such pair would be (room, kitchen). The article compares common approaches to context modelling and concludes that most available languages offer limited support for advanced inference tasks. The authors also claim that rules are the best choice for advanced context reasoning. The problem of inconsistent contextual data is not dealt with.
The paper [20] presents a context-aware security policy framework for user preferences in e-services. It supports role-based access control and its aim is to create policybased security measures in cross-organizational scenarios. One of the advantages of the framework is the integration of contextual information and user preferences, which increases flexibility. It incorporates policy conflict resolution mechanisms. However, the authors do not mention detecting inconsistent contextual data.
Lastly, in [21] , the authors provide a survey on energyaware security mechanisms. The discussed articles and solutions are not completely context-aware, since they take into consideration only the energy consumption related aspects. The aspects of conflict prevention and context consistency analysis mechanism are unfortunately omitted and therefore assumed nonexistent.
The models in the mentioned related work are compared with regard to the following main attributes: (i) "Context consistency analysis" refers to the ability of detecting inconsistent context specification.
(ii) "Conflicting rule reasoning" stands for the ability of dealing with contradictory specified rules.
(iii) "Context-awareness" refers to the acquisition and use of contextual information.
(iv) "Formal representation" refers to whether the model is presented by the use of mathematical formulae.
(v) "Holistic" specifies the possibility of using all contextual factors instead of a set of selected ones.
(vi) "Considers security requirements" indicates that the model takes into account the security aspects of the system.
The comparison is presented in Table 1 .
The Model
3.1. General View. Our model is mainly based on proposition logic with some additions, which allows for a better representation of specific features of the security context evaluation.
Facts and Rules.
We assume that the system context is represented by means of a set of propositions, which are referred to as facts:
where 1 , . . . , are the facts describing a system. The facts represent circumstances in which the analyzed device works and they can have various levels of generality.
We assume a set of operators OP = {¬, ∼, ∨, ∧, ⇒, →}, where
(ii) ∼ represents a negation as failure; By negation as failure, we understand the kind of negation used in the PROLOG language: ∼p is satisfied if it is impossible to prove that . By defeasible implication, we understand a weaker, challengeable kind of implication, widely used in formal models of argumentation (e.g., in [22] ): the utilization of defeasible implications allows for defeating one of the conflicting formulae during the inference process.
Definition 1 (literals). Facts (negated in a strict way or nonnegated) are literals. A set of all literals is denoted as
Definition 2 (security attribute). Security attribute is an attribute which describes the system behavior in the case of information security requirements.
For example, one can enumerate the following security attributes (Table 2) : confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, authorisation, or accountability [3, 23] .
The security attributes (SA) set consists of unlimited but finite number of security attributes.
3.3. Security Attributes. As described above, the security attributes set SA consists of an unlimited but finite number of security attributes. Each of them has its own evaluation value expressed by a positive integer number. The measurement process of security attributes, referred to as an evaluation, is discussed in [24] .
Definition 3 (evaluation of security attributes). is a set of pairs = ⟨sa, ⟩, where sa ∈ SA is a security attribute and is its evaluation value. By Val( , sa ) we denote function which returns evaluation of a given security attribute. For example, Val( , confidentiality) = 10.
It is important to notice that security attribute can have positive or negative character, in the sense that the bigger value of security attribute evaluation can mean better (for positive) or worse (for negative) evaluation.
Definition 4 (context).
A context is a model of an external and internal environment in which evaluated system works and is represented by a set of literals, denoted as = { , , . . . , , , . . .}, which can also be expressed by a set of positive or negated facts: = { , , . . . , ¬ , ¬ , . . .}. (ii) Conclusion is a rule conclusion in the form Conclusion = ( ∧ ∧ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ), where ( , , . . .) ∈ .
Definition 5 (rule)
Conditions and conclusions can be negated by a classical (logical) negation. It is forbidden to use negation as failure, which allows for preservation of monotonicity of inference. The set of rules is denoted as RF. The rules allow us to represent relations between various facts. They also allow us to express which facts are exclusive Mobile Information Systems 5 in the sense that the existence of one of them causes the inexistence of the others. It is important because it helps to preserve consistency of the model. Definition 6 (fact-based inference mechanism). As a factbased inference mechanism, one understands a forward chaining mechanism. As one denotes a set of conclusions whose inference mechanism concludes from a context and a set of rules RF. One can also denote it as ⊢ . The union of sets ∪ is denote as and describes the full context.
Let us illustrate the mechanism with an example. Set RF contains the following rules:
Set contains facts:
The steps of the forward chaining inference mechanism will be as follows:
(1) In the first step the mechanism checks if the conditions of rule 1 are satisfied. Since 6 is not declared (( ∪ ) ⊬ 6 ), the mechanism skips the rule and moves to the next step.
(2) Since ( ∪ ) ⊬ 2 , the mechanism skips rule 2 and moves to the next step.
(3) On the basis of rule 3, the mechanism infers 5 and adds 5 to set .
(4) Since the condition of rule 4 is not satisfied (( ∪ ) ⊬ 7 ), the engine does not add 8 to set but moves to the next step.
(5) On the basis of rule 5, the mechanism infers 3 and adds 3 to set .
(6) On the basis of rule 6, the mechanism infers ¬ 2 and adds ¬ 2 to set .
The system moves to rule 1 and checks if its conditions are satisfied.
(8) The system checks the remaining rules.
(9) Since there are no possibilities to satisfy the conditions of any other rule (except 3, 5, and 6), the system returns = { ∪ }.
In the case of inconsistent input data, the possibility of utilization of negation in a rule base RF entails the possibility of inconsistencies in set and infinite loops during the inference (by an inconsistency we understand situation in which ⊢ ∧ ¬ ). How do we overcome these problems and interpret such inconsistencies? If we assume that rules from a set RF are well formed and they represent real life dependencies, then inconsistencies in a set or suggest that something is wrong with the sensors or the device has been hacked and someone is trying to take control over the device. In both situations, the device should alarm the user that something is wrong and start safety procedure which should increase the level of security of the device or switch the device into the offline mode. In order to detect and prevent the system from such suspicious situations, we assume the existence of the consistency guard, the module which controls consistency of the contextual data collected by our device. A more detailed description of the consistency guard will be provided the next section.
Consistency Guard.
A mobile device with context-aware security system can be an object of an attack targeted to deceive sensors of the system. Such an attack may lead to a decrease in the level of quality of protection by deceiving sensors in order to convince the device that the context it works in is safe enough to decrease QoP level.
How do we overcome such risk? Obviously, deceiving all sensors is much more difficult and less plausible than deceiving only one of them. The attack on one of the sensors can lead to inconsistency in the indications of the device sensors. For example, GPS shows that the device is in the safe place (office), but the temperature is too low (or too high) for the interior of the office. Moreover, the device can connect to access points which cannot be accessed inside the office. Such inconsistency can suggest that the device has been hacked and someone changed indications of GPS positioner. The key point of detection of such kind of attack lies in the analysis of the consistency in indications of the device's sensors.
Consistency guard will be a module of the device controlling whether the sensors indicate facts which cannot be true simultaneously. If coexistence of such facts appears, then the system should indicate a dangerous state to the user.
From a formal point of view, if ⊢ ∧ ¬ , then there is an inconsistency in our sensors' indications and our device should alarm the user and stop all actions, except the possibility of direct switching the guard off by the user (in the case of mistaken alarm). The system should not perform the rest of context analysis until the conflict disappears or the user switches the guard off (procedure ALARM).
Unfortunately, such model of inconsistency detection is not sufficient; if such incompatible literals appear during the inference process, then inference engine can fall into an infinite cycle before the reasoning process terminates. How do we overcome such a problem? We have assumed the usage of a classical, monotonic, forward chaining, modus ponensbased inference engine. Such an engine can fall into infinite loop in the case of cycles in the set of rules. Such a case can be reduced to a situation in which RF will contain two rules:
If ⊢ 1 , 2 , then the inference engine will fall into an infinite loop. The monotonicity of our inference engine gives us an important property: if a set of rules (RF) is well formed and input data (a list of facts) is consistent, then the conclusion of every step of inference should be consistent with the declared and previously inferred list of facts. Thereby, in order to 6 Mobile Information Systems overcome the possibility of falling into infinite loops, we have to detect inconsistencies in the conclusions of every step of reasoning. For example, if ⊢ 1 , 2 , then the first step of the inference engine will add to the set fact ¬ 2 . In the next step, the consistency guard tests if there is inconsistency in sets ∪ . Since contains 2 and contains ¬ 2 , then there is inconsistency; the inference engine interrupts its functioning and consistency guard starts the ALARM procedure.
Let us illustrate the mechanism with a more complex example:
Consider set RF from the previous section (RF =
Let us assume that set contains facts: = { 1 , 4 , 6 }.
One can easy recognize that facts 3 and 2 are incompatible: they cannot be simultaneously true. For example, 2 means that GPS positioner indicates that the device is in the safe place (office); 3 means that temperature is very low (too low for the interior of the office). The steps of the forward chaining inference mechanism will be as follows:
(1) In the first step, on the basis of rule 1, the mechanism concludes 2 and adds 2 to set , and the consistency guard checks if is consistent. Since neither nor contain conflicting facts (( ∪ ) ⊬ ¬ 2 ), the inference engine moves to the next step. (2) On the basis of rule 2, the mechanism infers ¬ 3 and adds ¬ 3 to set . The consistency guard checks if the new conclusion is consistent with existing knowledge. Since ( ∪ ) ⊬ 3 , the inference engine moves to the next step. (3) On the basis of rule 3, the mechanism infers 5 and adds 5 to set . The consistency guard checks if the new conclusion is consistent with existing knowledge. Since ( ∪ ) ⊬ ¬ 5 , the inference engine moves to the next step. (4) Since the condition of rule 4 is not satisfied (( ∪ ) ⊬ 7 ), the engine does not add 8 to set but moves to the next step. (5) On the basis of rule 5, the mechanism infers 3 and adds 3 to set . The consistency guard checks if the new conclusion is consistent with existing knowledge. Since ( ∪ ) ⊢ 3 , ¬ 3 , then the consistency guard interrupts the work of the inference engine and begins procedure ALARM.
Concluding the above, the consistency guard will be a part of a fact-based inference mechanism and it will start the ALARM procedure in the case of the incompatibility of facts on any step in the process of inference.
Activity.
The system behavior can be described by activities which are performed by entities, either explicitly by the user while interacting with the host or implicitly by the host while running various applications.
Definition 7 (activity)
. is a set of activities:
where 1 , . . . , are the activities describing system behavior.
As an activity one can enumerate sending/checking email, getting data from the database, setting a VPN connection, and so forth. (ii) Req are security requirements of activity : Req = {req 1 , req 2 , . . . , req }, where req = (sa , relation, value ), sa is a security attribute, relation is a relation from the set {<, >}, and value is a threshold value.
We denote a set of all requirement rules as . By RR we denote a set of requirement rules (RR ⊂ ) with satisfied conditions.
The requirement rule establishes the desired level of protection of a device (requirements Req ) allowing for the performance action in an external environment (context) described by the conditional part of the rule ( func func ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ).
Definition 9 (satisfaction of a requirement). Predicate Sat( , req ) denotes that the evaluations of security attributes in set meet the requirement req .
If sa is a security attribute evaluated in , req is a requirement (sa , relation, value ), and (Val( , sa ) relation, value ) is satisfied, then Sat( , req ) is true (where value is a threshold value from req and relation is a relation from req ).
Definition 10 (satisfaction of action requirements). If for security evaluation every req ∈ Req is satisfied (∀ req∈Req Sat( , req)), then an action can be performed.
Quality of protection evaluation and context-based requirement rules are the grounds for a decision whether an action can be allowed or banned. If security requirements Mobile Information Systems are not met, the system should inform the user which of the facts describing context violate the requirement (such as GPS position) and which can help the user to change dangerous environment (e.g., to leave an insecure place). The procedure of evaluation of a possibility of performing given action is presented in Algorithm 1.
Conflicts between Rules.
Requirement rules for a given activity establish a minimal level of quality of protection of the system, by means of security attributes' evaluation thresholds. Since each of the requirement rules describes complete requirements of a given action, only one of them can be used to establish requirements. In specific conditions, a conflict between such rules can appear.
Definition 11 (conflicting rules).
There is a conflict between two or more requirement rules if these rules cannot be executed together.
Such conflicts appear when there are two rules with satisfied antecedents, which establish requirements for the same action: If two rules rr 1 and rr 2 are in the set RR (rr 1 , rr 2 ∈ RR) and they establish requirements for the same action , then these rules are in conflict.
The problem of conflicting and subsuming rules is the main reason for utilization of defeasible implication. In this work as defeasibility of the evaluation rules we understand the possibility of exclusion from the reasoning process of a chosen rule by another rule. If antecedents of two conflicting rules are satisfied, only one of them can be executed (but such a rule can also be defeated by another one).
To represent priorities between evaluation rules, we assume partial order OR between rules from a set . Such order allows us to express that if rr 1 > rr 2 and rr 1 , rr 2 ∈ RR, then rules rr 1 and rr 2 are in conflict and when the conditions of both of these rules are satisfied, rule rr 1 should defeat rule rr 2 . Our model of conflict resolution mechanism is built on the basis of theoretical models discussed in the papers devoted to formal modelling of legal reasoning and argumentation, for example, in [22, [25] [26] [27] .
How does the conflict resolution mechanism work? For example, if set contains facts = { 1 , 2 , 3 }, set RR contains two rules with satisfied conditions (rr 1 : ∧ ( 1 ∧ 2 ) ⇒ Req 1 and rr 2 : ∧ ( 1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3 ) ⇒ Req 2 ), the user is going to perform action , and rr 1 > rr 2 ∈ OR, then rule rr 1 defeats rule rr 2 (the mechanism excludes rule rr 2 from the reasoning process).
The issue of ordering of conflicting rules certainly requires further discussion. We realize that there may be a number of hardly predictable sources of conflicting rules' orderings, which makes a fully automated mechanism of ordering generation very difficult (or even impossible) to construct. In our model we assumed that ordering is declared in advance by the constructor of a system. We do not give any restrictions to the constructors of the ordering, assuming their rationality and high-quality expert knowledge.
However, there is one kind of conflict which allows us to detect and recognize a special kind of orders between conflicting rules, which will be discussed in future work. In some cases two conflicting rules may have subsuming conditions, for example, if rr 1 : ∧ ( 1 ∧ 2 ) ⇒ Req 1 and rr 2 : ∧ ( 1 ∧ 2 ∧ 3 ) ⇒ Req 2 , then every case which satisfies the conditions of rule rr 2 also satisfies the conditions of rule rr 1 . Usually, in such a situation, a more specific rule is stronger than a general one, because it regulates a specific case of a standard situation regulated by a more general rule. This mechanism comes from the theory of law and is called lex specialis derogat legi generali (specific act (provision) derogates from (prevails over) the general regulation). Nevertheless, the implementation of the mechanism in such a complicated matter requires further elaboration, which will be performed in future work.
Process of Establishing of Minimal Requirements of Security
Attribute Protection Level. We assume that the estimation of the quality of protection of security attributes of a given device is based on the system described in [24] . Relying on the analyzed device's parameters, the system makes an evaluation and returns the set of security attributes with their estimation. Since estimation of each security attribute is a positive integer number, the result obtained from the system can be easily transformed into the set .
The main aim of the current work is to decide if quality of protection of the analyzed device (established on the basis of the system described in [24] ) is enough to meet the requirements. Since we have an estimation of a quality of protection of our device, we need to estimate security requirements for a given action and resource in a given context. The process of establishing the minimal requirements of security attribute protection level is based on requirement rules. For every security attribute we assume starting level of quality of protection and satisfaction of every requirement rule's condition to cause an adequate change of requirement level. The final level of quality of protection of a chosen security attribute is a minimal requirement of level of protection of this security attribute.
If the requirements necessary to perform a given action are not met, then the system returns conditions (security attributes) which are violated. If the system receives security attributes which do not meet requirements, the process of adaptation of the system begins.
Adaptation Process.
The process of adaptation of quality of protection of a given device is based on the assumption that every security attribute has assigned a set of quality of protection parameters and external context factors (facts) that influence its QoP estimation, as well as a set of possibilities of increasing them. Such parameters or facts can be changed in order to increase evaluation of quality of protection (e.g., increase the key length) or to decrease context requirements (e.g., to move to a safer place).
Algorithms
The implementation of context-aware security system for industrial applications can be divided into two major subalgorithms. Algorithm 1 is the general algorithm responsible for adaptation process. Algorithm 2 represents a specific algorithm responsible for estimation if the quality of protection of the device meets requirements caused by context in which the device is working.
The notation used in the algorithms is presented below:
(i) SET is indication of making a choice.
(ii) EXCLUDE is a procedure excluding requirement rule rr[ ] from the set RR.
(iii) READ is a reading indication.
(iv) CONTINUE means processing statement will be skipped.
(v) RES( , RF) is the reasoning function based on a set of facts and rules RF (the reasoning function works on the basis of inference mechanism described earlier). The reasoning function contains consistency guard, the procedure controlling consistency of sensors which, in the case of inconsistency, interrupts the inference process and starts procedure ALARM.
(vi) ALARM is the procedure of alarm; if consistency guard returns that there are inconsistencies in sensors' indications (false) the system stops the context analysis, stops actions, and waits for user reaction.
(vii) is a case expressed by a set of facts.
(
end if (10) end for (11) (xv) , , indicates a current requirement rule.
(xvi) indicates a current requirement.
(xvii) is a set of all requirement rules.
(xviii) SATISFIED( , , ) is a function which returns set of requirement rules with satisfied conditions made on the basis of description of a case , intention , and set of requirement rules .
(xix) RR is a set of requirement rules with satisfied conditions.
(xx) ADD(RR, SATISFIED( , , )) is a function which adds results of SATISFIED( , ) to the set RR.
(xxi) rr[ ] is th requirement rule from the set RR.
(xxii) OR is the order between rules from a set RR.
(xxiii) Req is conclusion of a given requirement rule which is a set of requirements concerning activity .
(xxiv) req[ ] is th requirement in a set Req . 
Algorithm 1: Adaptation Process.
The general algorithm responsible for adaptation process is the main one and can be divided into eight main steps:
Step 1. In the first step, the system infers the general description of the case (on the basis of the raw facts obtained from the device sensors, rules, and the fact-based inference mechanism). During the inference, the context guard checks if there are inconsistent indications from the sensors. If not, the main process of adaptation of security attributes protection level begins. In the case of inconsistency between facts obtained from sensors, the ALARM procedure begins (Steps (1)-(4) in Algorithm 1).
Step 2. In the second step, an estimation of quality of protection of a device is performed (Step (5) in Algorithm 1, mechanism of QoP evaluation is described in a detailed way in [24] ).
Step 3. In the next step, the algorithm of the security attributes, context evaluation tests if the security attributes' protection meets the requirements based on the context in which the device is working (Steps (6)- (7) in Algorithm 1).
Step 4. If requirements are met, the intended action is allowed. If not, the system proceeds to another step (Steps (8)- (11) in Algorithm 1).
Step 5. In the next step, for each security attribute with insufficient protection (failing to meet context requirements) the system tries to increase the level of protection of each violated security attribute (Steps (12)- (14) and (19) in Algorithm 1).
Step 6. If there are no possibilities of increasing the level of protection of any of the violated security attributes, the system denies the execution of the intended activities (Steps (15)-(18) in Algorithm 1).
Step 7. After the process of increasing the level of protection, the system performs the estimation of quality of protection and tests whether the security attributes meet the requirements based on the context in which the device is working (Steps (20)- (21) in Algorithm 1).
Step 8. If the requirements are met, the intended action can be performed. If not, the system tries to increase the level of protection again (Steps (22)- (29) in Algorithm 1).
The flowchart of Algorithm 1 is presented in Figure 4 .
Algorithm 2: Security Attributes Context Evaluation.
The process of estimation if a device, working at a certain level of quality of protection mechanisms, in a given context (external and internal environment in which a device is currently working) fulfills security requirements of an action which a user intents to perform can be performed on the basis of described below algorithm. Generally speaking, the mechanism of the estimation can be divided into three main steps.
Step 1. In the first stage, the system adds requirement rules with satisfied conditions to the set RR (Steps (1)-(4) in Algorithm 2).
Step 2. In the second stage, the system detects which of the requirement rules with satisfied conditions devoted to an action which the user is going to perform are in conflict. Following that, the system defeats the conflicting rules, leaving the most suitable one (Steps (5)- (12) in Algorithm 2).
Step 3. In the next stage, the system checks if requirements derived from requirement rules are satisfied by a given state of a system (described by quality of protection evaluation from [24] ). If yes, the algorithm returns an empty set of violated security attributes requirements. If not, the algorithm returns a set of violated security attributes requirements (Steps (13)-(23) in Algorithm 2).
The flowchart of Algorithm 2 is presented in Figure 5 .
Case Study: Context-Aware Security for Mobile Devices
For the purpose of presenting and explaining our model, the case study will be illustrated by steps described in Section 4, where the algorithms are presented. In order to demonstrate our approach, we present two scenarios. The case study incorporates the following actors: employee and manager. The events take place inside a working environment (an organization's headquarters) presented in Figure 1 . The location consists of 3 rooms: manager's office, employees' room (working quarters), and guest room/corridor. Only the manager and employees are allowed in the manager and employee rooms. The guest room/corridor is accessible to anyone. Each room is equipped with a different access point for WiFi connections (signal strength is measured to predict location). It is forbidden to take photos in the manager's room and only managers are allowed to enter. The working hours of the organization are Monday-Friday, from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. The IT services provided by the organization can only be accessed by the manager and employees during working hours and only when located indoors (this includes the database access). We assume that the manager and each of the employees and guests possess a smartphone with the following capabilities: sensing temperature (sensor), brightness level (camera, sensor), position (GPS, AP), directional movement (accelerometer, gyroscope), launching applications, network connection (WiFi), and time management (calendar, clock).
Case Study: Scenario 1.
An employee uses his smartphone during working hours to access the database (TLS is used to secure the connection) [28] . He is connected to the production hall access point. The sequence of steps of the context-aware security analysis mechanism is presented below. 1 (APL) = production hall access point (safer). First, we define the facts of the case.
The fact-based rules set RF:
2 (user) → ¬ 1 (user).
2 (time) → ¬ 1 (time). The inference engine infers the set :
During every step of the inference process, the procedure of the facts consistency analysis (by a consistency guard) was performed. It turned out that there are no conflicts, so the alarm was not activated.
Then we define the intention as follows. The intention of the device is to allow the employee to access and gather data from the database (INTENTION( ) = access and gather data from the database).
ALG1, Step 2.
QoP estimation is performed by the mechanism described in [24] : 
ALG2,
Step 2. We assume order OR = {rr 1 > rr 2 }.
And therefore rr 2 is excluded:
The remaining rule is set to be rr 1 . Requirement rule Req 1 becomes the binding conclusion. For each violated security attribute in VSE do the following.
We check whether it is possible to increase the level of protection of req 5 's security attribute and find out that it is possible and so increase it iteratively to 6.
Next we evaluate again the security attributes increasing the security level of req 5 's security attribute (which is sa 5 ): ALG1, Step 6. We skip this step since it is possible to increase the security level of req 5 .
ALG1, Step 7.
We check again for not meeting requirements regarding security attributes by executing Algorithm 2. Since all the requirements are met, we can move to step (8).
ALG1,
Step 8. Since we did not find any violated security attributes, we allow the action .
The action is allowed; therefore, the user is finally able to establish connection with the database and gather the data that he needs.
Case Study: Scenario 2.
An employee tries to take a picture in the production hall. The mobile phone's clock points at 10:30 am and the device rapidly switches between two APs (production hall and manager's room, signal strength also switches) indicating whether the constant movement between the rooms is malfunction or a possible attack on the device. 1 (APL) = production hall access point.
3 (APL) = manager's office access point.
First, we define the facts of the case.
The inference engine infers the set . At each step of the forward chaining mechanism, the consistency guard checks if sets and are consistent.
First of all, the mechanism infers that = {¬ 2 (user)}. Since there are no inconsistencies in sets and , the engine continues with its work. Now the set consists of two facts: = {¬ 2 (user), ¬ 2 (time)}. Both sets are consistent.
Finally, a new fact ¬ 3 (APL) is added to the set :
hence, a conflict appears in the consistency of 3 (APL) (it is simultaneously true and false). The ALARM procedure is invoked and therefore all subsequent steps are omitted. The employee gets notification about the inconsistency and the system lets him decide about the action (taking the picture).
Implementation.
As part of the project, an actual implementation of the mechanisms described in this paper was developed for the purpose of providing a proof of concept. To make it accessible for a wide variety of interested users, an application for the most popular mobile operating system (Android) was created. The version on which it is targeted is 6.0; however, due to Android's backward compatibility it should be functional on most previous versions of the operating system. The application's source can be found on [29] . The application strictly follows the algorithms and rules of the presented model in order to reason and decide on whether to allow or block certain actions of the user. For simplicity we have added the functionality of preloading the settings of our described theoretical cases. The application's architecture is depicted in Figure 2 .
The experiments that were performed involved a facility equipped with 6 APs, each in range and forming different networks. For both of the intentions the following experimental scenarios were conducted: (i) The user intends to open the browser on his device in order to view a website. The intention involved 5 experiments which differed by the user's location and distance to the associated APs. When the user was in range and connected to the trusted network he was also able to open the website; else he was blocked from doing so. Three out of five times he was in range and, at two out of them, the application evaluated and decided successfully in all cases.
(ii) The user intends to take a picture with his device. This intention involved 5 additional experiments which also differed by the same user's location and distance to the associated APs as the previous intention. Whenever the threshold of −60 dBm or higher was reached and the signal was strengthening the application blocked the users intention of taking a picture since he was in the vicinity of a photo restricted area. Four experiments were conducted with varying distance to the specific AP that indicated the photofree area, two of them with better signal strength than that of the threshold and two with lower. The fifth variation of the experiment was conducted with an additional fact indicating that it was simultaneously true and false (another AP in range within the threshold) and this time it raised an inconsistency alarm as seen in Figure 3 . In all five cases, the final evaluation and resulting action of the application were correct.
The possible outcomes of such intentions were to get correct permissions to the actions and raise the alarm because of the inconsistencies found between facts. In the case of disallowance of certain actions, the application displays the reason and blocks the action. The performed tests and evaluations validate proposed mechanisms for context-aware security management for mobile devices.
Conclusions
In the article we propose the model of context-aware security, adjusting system which is built on the basis of propositional logic, with the aim of providing an advanced and effective method for balancing the level of security of a system. QoP parameters and external context factors influence the security level estimation in the model. Thanks to the proposed approach, the decision support system can infer whether the actions that the user is going to perform in a particular external environment meet security requirements. The main contributions of the proposed approach are summarized as follows:
(i) consistency guard: a specialized module for the control of the consistency of sensory/contextual data which recognizes and counteracts certain dangerous states;
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Step 8 (ii) conflicting rules exclusion: a mechanism that finds, compares, and eradicates clashing rules through use of the defeasible implication;
(iii) formal representation: describing and defining in detail all of the elements and mechanisms of the model;
(iv) holistic: taking into account all of the possible contextual data instead of just a predefined small set of factors.
In order to better illustrate the process of reasoning and to provide an overall working example, we prepared and described case study scenarios, which show various elements of the model in action under specific circumstances. We expect that our model will enhance the process of security evaluation and bring about promising results.
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